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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a non-cyclic free group, R a non-trivial normal subgroup of F, 
and G = FIR, i.e., 
l-+R-+F-+G+l (1) 
is a free presentation of G. Let yk R (k 2 1) denote the kth term of the lower 
central series of R. The (additively written) lower central factors 
Rk = yk R/y, + , R carry, by conjugation in F, the structure of left G-modules 
(if WEF, ueykR, g=wREG, a=uy,,,RERk, then ga=wuwply,+,R). 
The G-module R, is called the kth relation module of G stemming from the 
free presentation (1); R, = R/R’ is the relation module. As usual, for a given 
G-module A, AC denotes the group of all aE A such that ga = a for all 
ge G. The purpose of this paper is to study Rg, the group of fixed points of 
G on R,. 
It is a well-known result of Auslander and Lyndon [ 1 ] that 
(a) Ry is precisely the center of F/R’, 
(b) Ry # (0) if and only if G is finite. 
Since YkRhk+ 1 R is the center of R/yk+ iR, point (a) generalizes 
immediately to: 
(A) Rf is precisely the center of F/yk+ , R. 
One direction of the result (b) was generalized by A. L. Shmel’kin [9]. He 
proved that if F/R is infinite, then the group F/V(R), where V(R) is an 
arbitrary non-trivial verbal subgroup of R, has trivial center. On the other 
hand, it is known that F/y, + , R has a non-trivial center if F/R is finite (see 
Gupta et al. [S]). Hence, point (b) generalizes to: 
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(B) RF # (0) if and only if G is finite. 
Throughout this paper we shall assume that G = F/R is finite. 
A result of Gaschiitz [4] shows that the rank of Ry equals the rank of F. 
An explicit description of RF was given by Ojanguren [8]. In particular, he 
constructed a basis for the group of fixed points on R,. In [S] Gupta et al. 
computed the rank of Rf for k 2 2. It turned out that its size is influenced 
by the number of elements go G with gk = 1. However, the computation of 
the rank was based on using a character formula for Rk and did not lend 
itself to the actual computation of R z. The aim of the present paper is to 
obtain some additional information on this group. 
Let ZG be the integral group ring of G and consider the norm of G, i.e., 
the element 
N= 1 gEZG. 
gcG 
For any G-module A one has obviously NA c A’. On the other hand, 
[Cl A” z NA, i.e., AGINA is a group of bounded exponent dividing the 
order of G. Indeed, if a E AC, then IG( a = Na E NA. 
We shall prove the following 
THEOREM 5.1. The exponent of R f/NR, (k B 3) is a divisor of k. The 
exponent of Rf/NR, divides 4. 
In view of IGI R~c NR,, this can be strengthened as follows ((n,, n2) 
denotes the greatest common divisor of two positive integers n, and n2). 
COROLLARY 5.2. (i) (k, ICI) RF E NR, (k > 3). 
(ii) (4, ICI) Rf c NR,. 
In particular, we have 
COROLLARY 5.3. If the order of G is prime to k (k > 2), then R”, = NR,. 
Theorem 5.1 is the main result of our paper. For contrast, we also 
consider Ry . In this case we prove 
THEOREM 3.3. RF/NR, r G/G’. 
In fact, Theorem 3.3 is an easy consequence of some homological con- 
siderations concerning the so-called relation sequence. This sequence will 
also be exploited to give a short proof of the above-mentioned result that 
the rank of RP equals the rank of F (Theorem 3.1) and to obtain a basis for 
Ry (Theorem 3.2, compare with [8]). 
We preferred to state our results in purely group theoretical terms. But 
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they can be stated in homological terms as well. Indeed, the subject of this 
paper is Rf = Z?‘(G, Rk), the O-dimensional cohomology group of G with 
coefficients in the kth relation module. Our main result refers to the 
quotient Rf/NRk, which is, by definition, the O-dimensional Tate 
cohomology group Z?(G, Rk). These connections with homology of groups 
will be exploited essentially to prove our results. 
The arrangement of this paper is as follows. Some preliminary notions 
will be given in Section 2. First, the relation sequence will be introduced. 
Then we give a brief discussion of the connections between the lower 
central quotients of free groups and free Lie rings. Finally, we introduce the 
Tate cohomology of a finite group. In Section 3 we consider the fixed 
points on R,. The O-dimensional Tate cohomology group of G with coef- 
ficients in the kth tensor power Tk R, will be studied in Section 4. Finally, 
in Section 5, the discussions in Sections 2 and 4 are exploited to prove the 
main result. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. The Relation Sequence 
Let IG be the augmentation ideal of G, i.e., the kernel of the canonical 
homomorphism ZG + Z. The integers Z will always be viewed as a trivial 
G-module. The canonical exact sequence 0 --+ ZG + ZG + 77 -+O will be 
referred to as the augmentation sequence. Consider the free presen- 
tation (1 ), denote the natural epimorphism F -+ G by rc, and let X be a free 
basis of the free group F. The group ring ZG carries a right F-module 
structure via 7~ and the tensor product ZGOFZF becomes naturally a left 
G-module with action defined by g(h of) = gh @f (g, h E G, f~ IF). In fact, 
ZG@,ZF is a free G-module with free basis { 10 (x - 1); x E X} and there 
is an exact sequence 
0- R,LHG@.ZF*ZG-0, (2) 
where ZL is defined by p(rR’) = 10 (r - 1) (Y E R) and CJ is given by 
a( 10(x - 1)) = z(x) - 1 E ZG (see [6], Chap. V1.61). The exact sequence 
(2) is usually called the relation sequence stemming from the free presen- 
tation (1). 
2.2. Connections with Free Lie Rings 
In this subsection we give a brief discussion of the connections between 
the lower central factors of R and the free Lie ring on the relation module 
R,. A detailed presentation of this material and further references can be 
found in [2, 123. 
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Let !jZR, be the free Lie ring on the relation module R,, !&R, its kth 
homogeneous component considered as a left G-module (the G-action on 
&RI is naturally induced by the G-action on R, ). Then there is an 
isomorphism of G-modules 
defined by 
where riE R, mi= riR’ E R, (i= 1, . . . . k) and both the group commutator on 
the left-hand side and the Lie commutator on the right-hand side are left 
normed (see [2]). Furthermore, there is an embedding of the free Lie ring 
f?R, into the tensor Lie ring of the tensor ring TR, = @ 2 o T,R, , where 
T,R, = R, Q . . . @ R, (i times, tensoring over Z). Actually, TR, is the 
universal enveloping ring of f?R, . The restriction of the embedding 
f!R, -+ TR, to the kth homogeneous component gives an embedding of left 
G-modules 
vk: !&R, + TkRl, 
where T,R, is regarded as a left G-module with diagonal action. On the 
other hand, there is a canonical G-module epimorphism 
Pk: TkR, -+ QkR, 
defined by pk(m,@ ..’ @mk)= [m, ,..., m,] (m, ,..., mkER,). 
The tensor power Tk R, may also be viewed as a module for Sk, the full 
symmetric group of degree k, by setting 
$ml @ .” @mk)=mT(l)@ ... 8%(k), TESk. 
Note that the G- and Sk-actions on TkRl centralize one another. We need 
a special element of the integral group ring Z’S,. Define Q, = 1 and, for 
k> 1, 
Q,=(l-(1,2 ,..., k))“‘(l-(1,2,3))(1-(1,2)). 
A simple induction shows that the embedding !i?R, + TR, maps a 
left normed k-fold Lie product [m,, . . . . mk] (m,, . . . . mke R,) OntO 
ok@,@ ‘.. @m,). Consequently, since QkR1 is generated by such Lie 
products, the embedding vk is completely defined by 
vk( Cm,, . . . . mk])=Qk(ml@ “. @mk). 
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The element Q, has the useful property 
(see [7, Chap. 5 (Wever’s formulae)]). This implies that the composite 
G-module homomorphism pk vk, 
is simply the kth multiple map on Ljk R, : 
2.3. Tate Cohomology 
pkvk = k. (3) 
Let G be a finite group, A a left G-module, and let NE ZG be the norm 
of G. Denote by N* the norm homomorphism of A, i.e., the 
homomorphism N*: A + A defined by a -+ Na (a E A). Denote the kernel of 
N* by ,,,A and the image of N* by NA, i.e., 
,,,A= CuEA; Na=O} =Ker N*, 
NA=(Na;aEA)=ImN*. 
One has obviously ZGA s NA and NA s AG. The Tate cohomology groups 
A’(G, A) (i= . . . . -2, - 1, 0, 1, 2, . ..) are defined by 
[ H’(G A) for i>O 
A’(G, A) = 
A GINA for i=O 
N AjIGA for i= - 1 
He;- ,(G A) for i< - 1, 
where H’(G, A) and HJG, A) denote the ordinary cohomology and 
homology groups of G with coefficients in A (see [3, Chap. XII]). To any 
short exact sequence 0 + A, + A, -+ A, -+ 0 of G-modules there is a long 
exact sequence 
. . . -+ A’-‘(G, Ax) + Z?‘(G, A,) -+ Ij’(G, AZ) 
“i -H(G, AJ-,Ai+*(G, A,)+ ... 
of the Tate cohomology groups. 
Occasionally, well-known facts will be drawn from homological algebra 
without citing specific references; these, however, can easily be found in [6] 
or, as far as Tate cohomology is concerned, in [3, Chap. XII]. In 
particular, throughout this paper tensor products of left G-modules over Z 
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will be regarded as left G-modules with diagonal action and we will use 
that A, 8 ... @A, is a free G-module if the Ai are Z-free and at least one 
of them is G-free. 
3. FIXED POINTS ON THE RELATION MODULE 
From the relation sequence (2) we obtain the exact sequence 
O+Rf-+(ZGQ.ZF)G+ZGG. 
Since ZG OF IF is a free G-module, we have 
(ZG QF ZF)G = N(IZG OF IF). 
The latter is a free abelian group with free basis 
{NQ(x- 1); XEX}. 
In particular, its rank equals the rank of F. Obviously, N(ZG OF IF) is in 
the kernel of 0. Consequently, we have 
p(Ry) = (ZG @F ZF)G. (4) 
So we have proved 
THEOREM 3.1 (Gaschiitz [4], Ojanguren [S] ). The rank of RF equals 
the rank of F. 
Now we shall obtain a free basis for RF. Let h =XRE G (XE X), m(h) be 
the order of h, and {sl, s2, . . . . s,} (n = IGj/m(h)) be a set of coset represen- 
tatives of the cyclic subgroup gp(h} in G. Put 
N(h)=s,+s*+ ... +s,. 
Then we have 
N=iV(h)(l+h+h’+ ... +h”+-I). 
THEOREM 3.2. The elements 
m(h) x+)R’, XEX, 
form a free basis of Ry . 
Proof In view of (4) it suffices to show that 
p(N(h) x”‘~‘R’)=N@(x- 1). 
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But this is easy to see: 
p(N(h) Y-R’) = W(h)@ (X+- 1) 
=N(h)@(l+x+ ... +X”‘h’PI)(X-l) 
=N(h)(l +h+ ... +hm(+‘)@(X- 1) 
=N@(x- 1). 1 
Finally, we prove 
THEOREM 3.3. Ry/NR, E G/G’. 
ProoJ: Recall that Ry/NR, = I?‘(G, R, ). The long exact Tate 
cohomology sequence for the relation sequence yields an isomorphism 
l?‘(G, R,)g k’(G, ZG) 
(dimension shifting). On the other hand, in view of the augmentation 
sequence, we get, again by dimension shifting, an isomorphism 
k’(G, ZG) E k’(G, Z). 
Consequently, we have 
Z?‘(G, R,)rrip2(G, Z)= H,GsGG/G’ 
and the theorem follows. 1 
4. COHOMOLOGY GROUP Z?‘(G, TkRI) 
In this section we study the cohomology group Z?(G, T, R,). This group 
has a canonical Sk-module structure, which is induced by the Sk-module 
structure on T, R, (see Section 2.2). We will show that Sk acts trivially on 
I?(G, Tk R, ). This will be essential in the proof of our main result. We start 
with some easy homological considerations. Let 
X:O--+A “+I -KS-+--+ K,-, 4 do + . . . +K,- K,,----iO 
be a chain complex of left G-modules such that 
(a) H,(X) = & 
(b) H,(X)=O, i>O, 
(cl Kc,, K,, . . . . KS are free G-modules, 
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i.e., X + B is a resolution of B. By tensoring .X with the trivial G-module 
h we obtain a chain complex 
-,..,-Z@G K,,‘I’e,o 
of abelian groups. By definition, the homology groups of E Oc 3” are just 
the homology groups Hi(G, B) of G with coefficients in B(i = 0, 1, . . . . s + 1). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let X be as above. Then there is an isomorphism 
cp: H,(H Oc X) r l?(G, A). 
Proqf Consider the short exact sequence 
O-+A+K,+Imd,-+O. 
Since KS is a free G-module, it follows from the long exact sequence for the 
Tate cohomology 
. . -+&'(G, K,)--+fi-'(G, Im d,Y)A p(G, A+@(G, K,)- . . . 
II I/ 
0 0 
that the connecting homomorphism 6 is an isomorphism. 
Now consider the short exact sequence 
Then, by definition, there is a commutative diagram 
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with exact rows. It follows from the diagram that fi-‘(G, Im d,) can be 
identified with the kernel of the canonical homomorphism 
Z QG Imd,Y+Z Oc KS-,, (5) 
which is isomorphic to H,(Z OG X). 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. The cohomology group p(G, A) is isomorphic to the 
homology group H,(G, E). 
We need an explicit description of the isomorphism cp. Replacing 
H,(Z Oc ,X) and @‘(G, A) by their definitions, we have 
cp:Ker(l@dS)/Im(l@dS+,)-+AG/iVA. 
Let m E KS and suppose 1 @m E Ker( 10 d,). The canonical epimorphism 
Z OG F,s -+ Z OG Im d, maps 1 @m into the kernel of (5), which coincides 
with H- ‘(G, Im d,) = Ker( 10 N*). Then, by applying the connecting 
homomorphism 6 (see [3, p. 237]), we get 
cp(lOm+Im(lOds+,))=fi+NA, (6) 
where d,, ,(rii) = Nm. 
Now put P, = ZG, P, = ZG QF ZF, and P, = R,. By combining the 
relation and augmentation sequences we obtain a chain complex 
62 61 &l .Y:o- P,- P,- PO-0 
with H,(9) = h and H,(9) = H*(9) = 0. Take the kth tensor power (over 
Z) of the chain complex 9, i.e., the complex 
T,9”: 0 &k 81 ~,/i,,-n,,~,-...-A,-A,-o, 
where the term in dimension j is defined as 
nj = @ Pi, 0 . . . 0 P, 
(the direct sum runs over all tuples (i,, . . . . ik) with 0 < i, < 2 (1 <q <k) and 
i, + . . . + i, = j) and the differential 8, is given by 
a,(m,Q . . . Qm,)= 5 (-l)il+...+6-lrn,~ .-. Om,-, 
g=l 
O~iq(m,)C3m,+~C3 ... Qm,, 
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where my E Piq. The Kiinneth theorem implies that 
fh,(T,~) = T/x& 
Hi(T,9)=0 (i > 0). 
Note that /1,, = TkRl, T,J g B and that the Aj (j= 0, 1, . . . . 2k - 1) are free 
G-modules. Hence, Lemma 4.1 can be applied to T&Y (put X = Tk9’, 
A= TkR,, B=Z, and s=2k- 1). We get: 
LEMMA 4.3. There is an isomorphism 
In particular, #‘(G, Tk R, ) is isomorphic to the integral homology group 
H G. 2k- I 
Recall that TkR, is an Sk-module. Since (TkR1)G and N(TkRi) are 
Sk-submodules, the Sk-action on T, R, induces on I?‘(G, T,R,) = 
( Tk R,)G/N( Tk R, ) the structure of an Sk-module. As mentioned above, the 
main result of this section is the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. The symmetric group Sk acts trivially on I?(G, TkR,). 
Proof Consider the chain complex Tk9. To any transposition 
z=(q,q+l)oSk (l<q<k-1) there is a chain map g(7):Tk9-+TkB, 
which is, in dimension j, defined by 
=(-l)i~i~+l(m,@ ... @m,+,@m,@ . . @m,), (7) 
where m, E P,, s=l,2 ,..., k, and i,+&+ . . . + ik = j. Obviously, g(z) 
induces the identical mapping on H,( TkY) g Tk E. It follows that the chain 
map 1 @g(t): Z @ c Tk9’ + Z @ G TkY induces the identical mapping on 
the homology groups of the complex Z OG Tk9. In particular, in 
dimension 2k - 1 we have for any element m E nzk- 1 such that 
1 OmEKer(1 @dzkPl) 
l@g(r)(m)=l@m modImdlk. 03) 
The isomorphism cp from Lemma 4.3 maps H,, _ ,(Z OG Tk$!7) = 
Ker( 10 dzk _ ,)/Im( 10 dTk) isomorphically onto #‘(G, TkRI) = ( TkRI)‘/ 
N(TkRI). Let 
cp(10m+Im(l~d2,))=m+N(TkR,)EtjO(G, T,R,), (9) 
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i.e., fi E (TkR,)G and d,,(m) = Nm (see (6)). Then we have 
cp(lQg(s)(m)+Im(lQd,,))=g(z)(rii)+N(T,R,). (10) 
Indeed, if d,,(fi) = Nm, we have d,,(g(r)(fi)) =g(r) d,,(fi) =g(T)(Nm) = 
Ng(z)(m). 
For the element fi E T, R, = A,, one has, in view of (7) and by definition 
of the Sk-action on Tk R, , 
g(t)(m) = zm. 
Indeed, because of Azk = TkP2, we have i, = i, = . . . = i, = 2, i.e., the 
coefficient (- 1 )iqiq+l equals 1. 
Finally, by using this and in view of (8), (9), (10) we get 
M+N(TkR1)=g(T)(ti)+N(TkR,) 
= 41 Qg(z)(m) + Wl Qd,,)) 
=cp(lOm+Im(lOd,,)) 
=ti+ N(T,R,), 
i.e., for any element 5r E (T, R,)’ and any transposition r E Sk we have 
rfi = fi modulo N( Tk R i ). This means that Sk acts trivially on H”( G, Tk R, ) 
and the proposition follows. 1 
5. FIXED POINTS ON HIGHER RELATION MODULES 
In this section we exploit the discussions from Sections 2 and 4 to prove 
our main result. 
THEOREM 5.1. The exponent of RFINR (k 2 3) is a divisor of k. The 
exponent of RF/NR, divides 4. 
Proof Recall that R, can be identified with ekR, (see Section 2.2). 
Consider the canonical homomorphism pk: TkRl + l&RI. In view of the 
anticommutativity law we have for m,, . . . . mk E R, (k 2 2) 
pdl+ (1, 2))(m,Qm2Q ... Qm,) 
= pk(m, Q m2 Q --. @mm,+m20m,Q ... am,) 
= Cm,, m2, .--, mkl + Cm,, ml, . . . . mkl 
= 0. 
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The Jacobi identity implies for k 2 3 
~k(l+(l,2,3)+(1,2,3)~)(m~0m~0m~~ . ..~rn.) 
=p~(m,Qm,Om,O ... Om,+m,@m,@m,@ . . . @m, 
+m,Om,Om,@ . . . Qm,) 
= Cm,, m2, m3, . . . . mkl + Cm,, m,, m2, . . . . m,] 
+ Cm,, m3, ml, . . . . mkl 
= 0. 
By combining this we get for k > 3 
Pk((l,2,3)+(1,2,3)2-(1,2))(mlQ . ..@rn.) 
=~,d1+(1,2,3)+(1,2,3)~-(1+(1,2)))(m,0~~~0m,) 
= 0. 
Hence, for any element a E Tk R, one has 
PA1 +(1,2))(a)=O (ka2) (11) 
Pk((L2,3)+(42,3)2-(1,2))(a)=0 (k>3). (12) 
Let k 3 3 and consider an arbitrary element b E (2, R,)‘. Then we have 
vAb)E (T/cR,JG. 
By Proposition 4.3, the symmetric group Sk acts trivially on 
I?( G, Tk R, ) = ( T, R, )“/N( T, R, ). Consequently, we have 
((L2, 3)+(L 2, 3)2-(4 2)) v,db)=vdb) mod N(T,R,). 
By applying pk we get 
~~((L2,3)+U,2,3)~-U>2))vdb)=wAb) mod N(QkR,). 
Finally, by (12), the element on the left-hand side equals 0, whereas 
pkvk(b), in view of (3), equals kb, i.e., 
kb E N(&R,). 
Hence, for k 3 3 we have k( Qk R,)G c_ N(!i?, R, ) as desired. 
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Now let b E (&R,)‘. Then we have v*(b) E (T, R,)C and, since S, acts 
trivially on ( T, R 1 )“/N( T, RI ), 
2W) = (1 + (1,2)) b(b) mod N(T,R,). 
By applying pZ we get, in view of (3) and (1 1 ), 
46=0 mod N&R,), 
i.e., 4(f?!, R,)” G N(g* R, ) and this completes the proof of the theorem. i 
Since IGI R”, s NR,, the following two corollaries are obvious. 
COROLLARY 5.2. (i) (k, ICI) R~c NR, (ka 3). 
(ii) (4, ICI) R,” G NR,. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If the order of G is prime to k (k B 2), then Rf = NR,,. 
Remarks. (1) As mentioned in the Introduction, Rf is precisely 
i(f’h,+ I R), the center of F/yk+, R. It is known that RF is a direct sum- 
mand of R, (see [S] ). Since the quotient R,G/NR, has bounded exponent, 
the center of F/yk+ 1 R (k = 1,2, . ..) can be characterized as the isolator of 
NR, in F/yk + , R, i.e., 
(2) The subject of this paper is Rf = p(G, Rk), the O-dimensional 
cohomology group of G with coefficients in R,. For a characterization of 
the corresponding homology group H,(G, Rk) E y,R/[y,R, F] we refer to 
[lo, 111. 
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